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There was a young farmer from
Leeds,
Who swallowed a packet of
seeds,
e t soon came to pass,
Mie was covered with grass,
And he couldn't sit down for
the weeds.
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16 PERSONS EVACUATED
AS OLD LANDMARK BURNS

Meeting MustBe
Under UN Rules
Note Is Sent
T
By President

Vol. LXXIX No. 176

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 25, 1958
Billy G. Hurt
Is Evangelist

IN OUR 79th YEAR

livery to the Russian Foreign
ministery.
Hagerty says the note runs
about 1,000 words. He refused to
say whether any changes were
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n
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Local Council
To Be Host To
State Group

Jake Barnett In
Rifle Matches

Fire Discovered At 4:00 p. m.
But It Had Great Headway

ALTGSBURG, Germany —Army
PPC Jake Barnett, son of Mr.
Related developements throughand Mrs. Clarence Barnett, Rt.
out the world were:
Another • reason you can't take
1, Murray, recently partempated
Paris: A 'NATO source reported
One of the oldest homes in the house, said that he had been
it i.vith you is because it gem
tn the VII Corps marksmanship Murray burned
that the United States and its
yesterday
at in front of the house just a few
before you do.
nueehes in Germane.
Western Allies had agreed that
4:00 pm. when 'the old Gatlin minute:: before talking w I t h__ _
Barnett, a driver in Head- family homeplasce at Third and some of the roomers. He said
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Presi- summit parley would be held in
Signs *1 progress. Nix Crawford
The Ogliaway County AgriSprepany
the _ 11th Wimple., -mew. image:Lethe. __Ronald. sheteeheee welkeee edowd t. the
-Kismet:ewer d'spstchee Jiata '4iew York.. _Dipleunatiess sources
• peening a - mew--front cm- tete- old
wflITB
Vasa:
TA;
culture Council
Catralry • Regiment's Chtutiell, became practically a warehouse at the rear of the
Armored
would take place
city hall where his store is to to Nikita Khrushchev t o d-a y said it probably
representatives
apedoximately 60
France glum2nd Battalion, arrived in Europe total loss.
Extension Office building and
Silly G.' Hurt
(ewe. Vernon Hale, digging out which a Senator said informed witthin two weeks.
of agriculture councils from last January from an assignany summit ly prepared for the meeting, conhouse about fifteen minutes lacer he
large
two
story
The
a big hole in front: of his store the, Soviet premier
A revival meeting is in prog- other counties id the state on ment at Fort Knox, Ky. He enNew York must be vinced that Khrushchev won a
was occupied by sixteen people, heard the fire siren sound.
for a new front a it d larger conference in
ress at Olive Baptist Church a tour beginning Augast 5.
United Nations rules "great victory."
tered the Army in .September all tdiatants of Mr. Churchill.
William Whitnell was in the
basement. The old T. 0. Turner held under
The group will visit various 1955.
Moscow: Pravda, the official located four miles East of HarSecurity Council meetings.
• All escaped from the blazing house at the time, visiting his
home being torn down by Leon for
agriculture installations in WestThe White House withheld Soviet Communist Party news- din on road 962.
The 22-year-old soldier form- structure without injury. letess mother - in - law, Mrs. Molly
Collie for we don't knew what.
Bally G. Hurt, pastor of' Scotts ern
Calloway erly
and
Kentucky
publication of the text of the paper, urged the West to hold the
worked
for the Hayes Meade Cochran
was assisted Starks. He said that he heard
President's letter to Khrushchev conference "without delay" if' it Gruee Baptist Church, is the Cou My.
Lines. He attended Mur- from a second story porch by an odd sound while in the house.
Freight
We have had dry weather and
meetof
series
the
peace.
speaker
in
to
preserve
world
fole.d.t.
wants
will
be
as
The itinerary
until after 1:30 - p.m.
ray High School.
firemen..fier exit down the stairs Mrs. Starks lived on the first
we .have had wet weather in
But Sen. J. William Fulbright informed observers believed ings which began July 23 and lows:
floor.
blocked by flames,
times past. Right now we have
August
3.
would
agree
to
a
through
will continue
ID-Ark),• one of 15 Senators Khrushchev
Leave Louisville, 9:00 a. m
'He looked up, he said, and
who lived in the
Occupants
wet weather.
.
evenServices will be held each
briefed on its contents, said the "reasonable" delay, however.
Monday. Atigust 5.
were evac- flames belched from the afai;lag
whom
house.
all
of
London: A British Foreign Of- ing at 7:30.
note insists that Security. Council
Eat lunch in Bserling Green
se
of the second .floor
uated. are as follows:
Os have had dry 'weather be- ground rules be followed if the fice spokesman said_ London's reThe pubeic is invited to attend. and visit the, Smith &Broadbent
yelled . for sthe occupents
Floor
.
First
fore and this rerninds us of the summit meeting is held.
ply to Khrusheheses latest ;tote
hybrid seed corn operation - at
Mrs. Molly Starks, mother of and assisted his mot'
joke abot two farmers discussFulbright also said the Presi- may be delivered Saturday. Brit4:00 pen.
from the building.
Mrs. Sally Whitnell.
ing the dry weather Chat was dent took the position that the ish
newspapers meanwhile ace
Dinner on liCentucky Lake,
Apparently the
Mrs. Attie Miles, who is conat hand. "Well, it's been a summit conference "should be a cused the United States of dragJr.,
as
Broadbent,
with Smith
gained terrific headway li`e
fined to a wheel chair.
mighty poor year with hardly Security Council meeting and not ging its heels on such a conferhost.
they were ever discovered, beMr. and Mrs. Charlie Cloys.
a drop ef rasn, bet still not as Just a meeting near or in the ence.
spend
Murray
and
Arrive
Mrs. Peters, mother of Mrs. cause as soon as the fhuhes
bad as the one year I rememb- environs of the U.N.
United Nations: Aug. 4 was adnight in local hotels and motels.
broke through the. roof the enFlannery.
er. That year, we ate fourteen
.The President's insiStence that vanced by well-informed diploBreakfast in Murray, August
Mrs. Euna Knight, and. her tire room seemed to be caught
acres of corn at one si't'ting.' -Noah
A.
of
Mr.
rity Council rules be follow- mats as the earliest likely date
The
funeral
6 with local Agriculture Counup in :he conflagration.
ed would leave it up to that body on whic,h a meeting could be
Jones, age 73, who passed away father, Mr. Heath.
cil 'as host.
The fire is believed te have
Floor
-•
Second
home
P)hil trees on the campus cat the to say what non-member could convened in the Security Council.
at
his
Visit Ellis Popcorn Corrmany, on Tuesday, July 22
in the room of Mrs.
started
15
other
and
'some
Coihrin,
retired
Fulbright'
Mies
maidi
"interestinvited
as
should
be
or
W. Z. Carter are growing nicely,
Company, 'an Detroit, Mich., will be held
Shiornaker Popcorn
Pella Rervis, since the greater
Senatera were briefed on the
aaak
t this
U. they
panties-1
Meal&
etre eseeseday _at_ 2/16._ p.m..
Mt
-Cowserarryser. eelff 111111e was
Mr. and Mrs. Carl...SEIMIttlint
lehrushchey has•demanded that general contents of the note by
The victims in the wreck of
mier, they will be home free.
%Ar. Jones &tattered a heart
Da rk Fired Packers'Corporation.
neutralist India and the Arab Assistant Secretary of State Wil- the J. H. Churchill Funeral
daughter Debbie.
week
ago
mire
than
a
attack
Vett Calvert City Pennsault
-16.1berlson sileseted the
Nit. Della Preavta. •
-cesniad
ouncurnbed on Tuesday..
C•ftgreesrfations to L. D. Miller states las atrng the participants. liam B. Macomber. They w,er Home.% ambukmoo az*
Company and lunch at irenlia+y
five strezins at water at the
not eheech the tekti
Mrs. Belle Chadwick.
well according to latest reports.
arid the Murray Cliar35Zr cat Indla Vend- a Sec:Mite
'wife,
He
is
survived
by
his
Darn.
most critical pchnte, until the
The Arkansas Senator said the
Mr. Lonas Wyatt.
James Shelton, drive of the
Corrinerce on procuring the new member and Iraq of the Arab
Dinner at Henderson as guests Mrs. Ethel Jones of Detroit, one
United States takes the position ambulance, suffered four ebrokblaze wae extinguished.. Many
• Mr. Noel Curd.
plant for Murray. It is small. nations is a member.
Mrs.
Hugh
Story
of
daughter,
volunteers gave assistance to the
White House Press Secretary thate the conference should follow en ribs, a punctured lung a of the Spencer Chemical Com- Dearborn, Mich.; twciesons, CarMr. Was Pendergrass.
some may say, but a lot of small
James C. Hagerty said the Presi- the rules already set down by the bnnsed face and cut knee in pany, manufacturers of anhy- mon and Coyle of Detroit; five
Mrs. Euna Knight -Me h e r firemen and a huge throng of
hiclustry ss a good thing.
ammonia.
Spend
night
at
drous
t h e burning
dent's letter which had been U.N. fur Security Council ses- the accident.
sisters ,Mrs. Elmiss Darnell of hand slightly during the fire onlookers ringed
Henderson.
by the 15-member NATO sions.
Mr. Bernie Miller, who was in
tikood
H
Wingo, Ky., Mrs. L. L. Bedwell, when she fell in the yard. Al- house.
a cried
t h e cleared
coop
plant
at
Inspect
soybean
He said it should be "just an- a critical condeeion, was not inin Paris, will be released
Chief Robertson said that the
though her hand bled quite a
painter Whistler when he saw council
Hendenson -ied return to Louis- of Mayfield, Mrs. Joy Lawrence
other meeting of the council, with
between 1:30 add 2 p.m. eel t.
perfectly
lot, it is not thought that the equrpment responded
jured in any way when the amBaggift mother on her knees washMayfield.
Mrs.
Richard
of
Hagerty said the note was ad- the heads of state attending for bulance skidded into a large ville.
and that all water pressures ane
cut is serious.
Farmington
ing the floor, "Have you gone
well
of
andA
Mrs.
dressed to U.S. Ambassador Islewl- their countries instead of the reg- trailer
about hoses were in good order. He
Firemen
were called
Nashville,
truck
near
off your rocker'!"
The setts- men will represent Thomas Allen of Milan, Term.;
lyn Thompson in Moscow, for de- ular heads of mission."
Tenn., on Tuesday night. He re- most of the state outside :he two brothers, Hughie Jones of 4:00 pin. by Walter Conner and said that the firemen did a good
Fulbright said he personally is
ceived a slight bump on the western part and will be the Cottage Grove, Tenn., and Burch asked if an alarm had been job of containing the fire and
What le It/ It pays most of the
"not too optimistic that we'll acthankful that •
head.
e Callcnvay County Jones of Murray route one. He turned in. On receiving a nega- said that he was
taxes.
guests. of
complish ahything."
occurred during the
blaze
the
tive
answer
Mr.
Conner
informMrs.
Richard
Denton,
RegistCouncie"cturing
the
Agriculture
also had
eight grandchildren
It provides most cd the jobs.
"But if we do," he said, "it will
ed the department that t h e day time when so much help
n McKeel is presi- and two great-grandchildren.
It has always done most to
only be in private meetings" held ered Nurse in attendance to Mr. 'our. Col
Miller,
thrown
from
was
the dent of the local council.
The funeral Will be held at house was on fire with flames was available.
raise wages.
what
public
sesin
addition
to
traffic
City
police' directed
Revival services will begin
ambulance and -- -landed on a
the Salem Baptist Church will coming from the roof.
A It has given us all nor shops
sions are considered necessary.
Sunday, July 27 at the Sinking
The firemen immediately an- around the tire zone.sidewalk. She received a gash
and (arteries.
burial tn the Salem Cemetery.
every
meeting
is
to
be
in
"If
Church and conMr. Churchill said last night
swered the call with both the
k has ,built our ships and Spring Baptist eunday,,August
public," Fulbright said, "I don't ors the head.
The body will be at . the J. H.
3.
tinue through
Ford and the large white truck. that all of the occupants of the
Mrs. Denton is resting ethifi
railways.
think they will accomplish anyChurchill Funeral Horne until
M. M. Hampton, pastor of the
Two
inch and one-half hnes house had found places to stay.
at
the
gurray
Hospital
ater
ight
It
develops
thing."
inventors
and
after 1:00 p.m. today.
Hazel Baptist Church,' will be
and
one
two and one-half inch Some of the household elects
she
said
she
is
sore
Shelten
officials
previously
had
High
business builders.
visiting evangelist. Services described the President's letter as resting well at Vanderbilt) Fibsthe
line
were
laid from the Ford of the residents of the big house
It originated the principles of
will be held twice daily at 2:30 an effort, to bring some order out pital, his wife said.
truck and two 2/
1
2 inch lines were savde, hinvs•er many had
efficiency.
BALL GAME
and 7:45 p.m.
a' total loss.
Mr. Prentice Holland, local
laid from the big truck.
Mr. Miller, Who was being
di the confusion surrounding the
Pt has chine most to lower pen.
Volunteers worked to bring
The pastor, Norman Culpep- promised meeting and to apply taken to Vanderbilt Hospital, is druggist, underwent major surHundred of gallons of water
costs and prices.
Possum Trot of the Twin
out the household effects of
and the Sinking Spring brakes. to the pelt-melt dash to also in Nashville and is report- gery Wednesday at a Memphis
It created the whole structure per,
States League will play at Cold- were directed into the burning
Church invites the public to the Anmit
urged les: Khrushchpv. ed better. He is suffering from hospital. According to his son, water Sunday, July 27. There home which seemed to De on those residents on the lower
se business.
The President Is welling to hold a swelled blood vessel behind Robert Holland, he is doing will only be one game.
fire for its entire length The floor, even as the flames cracklIt.. alone can raise our stand- attend.
the summit meeting under propel (int eye, causing headaches and Meets+. - •
roof was constructed of weed ed above therm
ard ef living.
arrangements, but both this coun- nausea.
shingles covered with asbestos - The big house was the family
It is the hope of the human
Nis. Holland and daughtertry and Great Britain said Khrushingles which made it diff.cue home of the Gatlin family and
race
NOTICE
This is the first wreck involv- in-law Mrs. Robert Holland are
shchev's suggested Monday start- ing one
to get at the fire itself, however was acquired by Mr. Churchill
YET—Karl Marx said It must
of his ambulances, Mr. at Mr. Prentice's bedside. Dr.
ing date was too early.
eliminated
any on September 6, 1945.. Ths GatThe annual meeting at Hicks the
firemen
be destroyed.
Churchill said.
Stubblefield
was
Robert
James
Urges Other Site
Cemetery will the 'held Saturday danger of the fire spreading. lin family moved the original
Whet is it? It is Private En.
surgeon.
Mr.
Holland's
American officials staked out
morning, July 26. All persons The . department worked on the house back and built the imterprise.
caution flags on the road to the
Only 35 per cent of the naMr. leoll•and is in room 680 interested in -the upkeep are blaze for about one and one-half posing front on it. Shortly after
The Observer, Greenville, S.C.
summit. They told reporters more tion'
of the 'Methodist Hospital in urged to attend. Please ssee Rudy hours before it was completely 1931 Otie McDanial took the
eggs are frorn flocks
exchanges with Moscow probably
back of the (iki house off and
extinguished.
Bury or Berry Winchester.
more than
Memphis, Tenn.
- - 400 birds.
would be necessary to fix the
_eses
Fire Chief Flavil - Robtrtsen ceestructed an addition to it.
41 Or. Ben Crawford Visitor
terms under which the chiefs of
Ste Churchill lest' night said
'said that he entered the flaming
state would meet.
house and ran to the top of the that the damage was so extenThe Murray Lions Cesb. met
Dr. Ben Crawford, scan of Mr.
Still uncertain were the time
steps calling out to see if any sive to the big building, that it
and Mrs. Wade Crawford. was Tuesday evening at 630 for and place for the conference, alof the occtspants were sti'l in was doubtfte that it waled be
a visitor in Murray today. He is their .regular 15E-rnonthle meet- though the United States and
the house. A double check was rebuilt.. ,
presently ' leoated in Camden, ing with President Henry Fulton Britain seemed to accept Khrushmade, he said, to make sure
This is the second big less to
Tenn., where he has a fourteen presiding. Besides the regular
(Continued on Page Two)
that none of the occupants, sev- Mr. Churchilh this week
An
bed hospital with Dr. Joe But- members there were two guests,
eral • of them elderly and one ambulance costing $8,300 was
terworth, on et Dr. and Mrs. Barkley Travis, who was the
confaeed to a wheel chair, were declared a total loss Tnesday
guest cif Lion R. L. Cooper and
A. D. Butterworth.
still in their rooms.
night, when it slid under the
a-tord is on his vaca- Alex
Hughes, guest of Lion
Dr. Cra,
Ronald Churchill, ' owner of wheels et a large trailer truck.
tsen arid is on the way to the Henry ?stilton. Also two •guest
speakers were present.
Guif Coast.
Lion Robert Hendon' in making a report of the recent directors' meeting staled that the
Harley "Hob" Johnson, age
'club would sponsor a light bielta
40, died Thursday at 3:35 p.m.
sale sometime this fall.
The club had the privilege of at the Murray General Hospital.
hearing some very interesting His death was attributed to a
facts concerning the territory of stroke.
The story cde Louis Sheen was 'neutrons to strike a mass of
Alaska, soon to become our 49th
Survivors Include his wife,
recounted yester-ny to the Mur- uranium. The hope was to make
,ate. The two speakers were Mrs. H. H. Johnson, New Conray Rotary Club by Dr. Robert the neutrons stick to the uranintroduced by Lion Pete Pan- cord; pne
Suzette
daughter,
Lagemann, Head of the Depart- ium and thus form a heavy
zera.
Johnson, New Concord; two sons
Vanderbilt uranium.
ment
of
Physics,
Dr. Frank Steely, of the His- Darrell Gene Johnson, Shaloote,
University. Dr. Lagemenn is a• ., It was, found that the reverse
tory Department, Murray State N.C., and T4n-runy Johnson of
visiting professor at the Science happenedt The mass of uranium
Partly College, gave some interesting New Concord; else skier, Mrs.
Southwest Kenutchy
Institute here in Murray which changed in structure and becloudy, warm and - humid with facts concerning the early his- Lillie Merrell, Springfield, Tencame lighter. It lost in 'energy
is now underway.
maetered thunderstorms today. tory of Alaska and the cirrum- nessee; three brothers, Ed JohnDr. Lagensann told the Rotar- what it was hoped, it would gain
Partly cloudy to clear tonight stances under which it was pur- son of New Concord, Brent
ians that back in 1934 it was in weight.
and Saturday. Somewhat cooler. chased trim Russia in the year Johnson,
Paris.
and
George CHAMPION SHOOTERS — San Kelley of Murray, I( . , won the West Kentucky
discovered that by mixing radiThis experiment led to furthHigh today upper e0's. Low to- of 1807.
birds
Johnson of Buchanan.
last
Sunday
by
breaking
99
out
of
100
Championship Skeet Shoot in Mayfield
um and another metal, that er experiments which resulted
Prof. B. J. Taman, of the
00's.
ntt
in the "12 guage event. Kelley lso received the Club Championship Chevron. Others small non-electric particles cal- in finding Uranium 235, t h e
Funeral arrangements are in1cwne 5:30 a.m. temperatures:' Socket Science Department of
pictured, left to right,'are Robert Madding, 20 guage winner, runner up in the 12 led neutrons would emanate umentten which does procIdef
Hopitinsville 71, Ormingten 83, Murree State College, gave Complete at this time. Friends
guage
event, and overall winner; Haas McElroy, Paducah, 3rd gun in the 12 guage from the mixture. A group et heat arid energy with explosive
H.
Churccall
at
the
Max
Information
concerning
the
may
some
Paducah
75,
Evansville, Ind., 74
event;
Alex Hughes, Paducah. runner up in the 20 guage event; and Paul Jordan, scientists pertortned an experi- force.. •
in
which
3
Funeral
Herne,
climate,
industries
hill
topography,
Bawling green 88, Lesengton 65,
ment using these neutrons from
Dr. Laaernann told the club London 67, Louisville 88, and arid future possibilities of Alaska charge ef the funeral- arrange- Louisville, 3rd gun in the 20 guage event. Jordan, a former Nlayfieldian, is now
the mixture and allowing the
(Continued on Page Two)
president of the Kentucky Skeet Shooters AsSociation.
ments.
.
as a state.,
Huntingten, W. Va. 06.
o Khrushchev
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Today's Sports News Today

r•#9Basketban
Baseball diP4

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVFS: WALLACE WITMER CO. ISIS
Monroe, Memphis, Term., 250 Park Ave., New YQ111.; 307 la
`Icktigas Ave, Chicago; SO Bolyston St, Boston.

Pony League All Stars Here
in Over Henderson 4-3

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmeesien
Second Class Matter
SUBSCRIPT1014 ItATES: By Carrier in Murray, per w&
f. par
month 85e. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, nen% elsewhere, $55

Murray Pony League team
-1 Henderson 4-3 ye:eel-day
.•• the detrict tournament at
tivaneville to advance into the
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED

Shoemaker c
Wallis If
Taylor 3b
Black:bum 213
Meals

1
3
2
1
27

0-0 0
O 1
0
1 I
0
O 0 0
4 ; 4

Durelle
Almost Lost
Title Bout
MONTREAL (UPI) — Yvon
Durelle, Canada's brawling fisherman who retained his British
Empire light-heavyweight championship Wednesday night nith
an eighth-round technical knockout otter Mike Holt, said today
he didn't realize he - had been
losing the televised bout. :
_
Durelle had been floored once
and was trailing on the cards
of all three judges when South
African Holt failed to answer
Use bell for the ninth round of
the bloody, slam-bang struggle.
But Durelle insisted:
was
never worried."
-I figured it was just a questien
rag .. fifth
round," he said. "I began beating
him to the punch after. that and
I though I'd knock him out about
the 11th round."

Tennis

Berra Not
Funny To
The Pitchers

1

was the big blow for the Pirates
who completed a three - ewe
sweep of their series with Los
Angeles. Rookie George Witt reentered credit for his third will while Stan Williams suffered his
Infth lies and second in as many
days.
Ed Bailey hit a two eighth-inning homer that lifted
the Redlegs to their victory over
the Cube. Bailey's homer followed a single by pirrch-hitter
Jerry Lynch and gave the victory to Alex Kellner, who shutout the Outs for the last 2 2-3
innings.- Frank Rebine6n also
homered for the Rea-leg

rult

By FRED DOWN
United Press International

Murray well play e Prince'. et
nay in the second round at.
Yogi Berra may look a bit
HENDERSON
meet
Name - Poe.
funny playing right field but
AB R
there's nothing hurnorolUs to riv3
0
The locals .put together: three Lileslf
al pitchers about the way- he's
1
0
es to wore three runs in the Lewis of
swinging his bat.
4
0
erd which peeved to be the Alexander 2b
Beaver lb
And the .432 batting pare he
,3
1
,-.nning runs.
struck since July 4 is a ringing
3
0
Richard Fulkert•on 3b
and
Jerry. Grogan
answer to critics who were say3.
1 3
n Inman were the top !tide-men Peters rf
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
ing a few weeks ago that 332
0 0
e Murray with two hits each. Snow Si
year-old Yogi was washed up.
2
0 0
;ran hit the first pitch thrown Tegetheff c
Ind ustrial Expansion
Berra struck the key blow
0 0
0
any Murray batter as he led Bradley If
•
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters .
Thursday — a two-run eighth2 ' 0'O
in the bottom of the first Hallmark of
inning h,emern— as the Yankees
1
1 1
Widened Streets In Some kreas
ntsrnerun. Henderson tied Dtspain c
• .r
rallied from a--5-0 deficit to beat
en- 11 tn 0e• score in the seconci but :he Owens p
Continued Home Building
Jim- (No Hit) Bunning and the
27
3 9 3
g ehinl iellen the locen out
Totals
,kirpert For Murray
ninteliternrel
- Ttgers;- 111-1. The Ian:
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New City Hall and Gas Building .... $120,000
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even victories .
Four-Hitter For Jones
Rookie Gary Bell pitched a
threenetter
and
Nixon
Russ
drove in four reins with four
hits as the Indians handed 11*1
Griggs his nighth loss. Rocky
Vale-alto also homered for Cleveland
while Ken
Aepromonte
homened for Washington's run
in the third inning.
Sans Toothpick Jones pitched
a four-'hitter and struck out five
betters to win his eighth game
for the Cardinals. Warren Spai-ui
was kayoed in the first inning
when the Cardinals snored two
runs on singles by Stan Musial,
Ken Boyer, Del Ennis and Gene
Freese, Don Blasingame missed
the game ending his 336-game
Ouf1SeCutlye playing streak.
Dick Stuart's two-run teener
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RESPONSIBLE party to take
over low monthly payments on
a Spinet piano. Can be seer,
locally. Write Credit Manager,
P. 0. Box 215, Shelbyville, Ind.
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THERE'S A CONNECTION BETTER TO WALK
LINDEN, N. J. (UPI) -The
TOKYO (UPI) -The Tokyo
Oareilauction Bureats warned to- rase Researich and Engineering
day peeleArtans may' be able Co. report"i today a study of
to Move faster than cars in driving habits Lows rock In
Tokyo by 1965 if the nurither of roll tunes played on ca'r radios
vehicles continues to grow at Causes motorists to jiggle trio
SAVED FROM Wit.L
pedal, &ignificantry
the current rate and roads are accelerator
(UPI)
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gas mileage.
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Dot
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Herbert Sigmund, 12, did some
-fast thinking Tuesday When his
younger eater, Barbara Ann,
fell into a 33-.foot well. He called for his mother, lowered the
well bucket and - whale I=
Telephone 130
506 W. Main St.
mother held the ripe-ran a
half-mile for help. The girl was "YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
pulled out safely.

found man See or write Jean Buekeen,
J25nc 503 N. 5th St., Murray, Ky Call
2284,-IW, or write Itawleighat,
Dopt. KYG-I000-201, Fretvart,
111.

and A. P. Grocery. Lf
please call 55 or 512-4.

chance. Call Galloway Insurance Has tobacce barn, tobacce and Campanelli, South 12th St. Ext.
and Real Estate Agency. Phone corn base. Will sell reasonably, near West Kentucky Lumber.
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DRESS ?
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BORROW AN OLD

Dancing and romancing — that's YOUR
MtIlionoire's vacation at the celebrity*
filled New Terrace Hotel! So don't waft
another minute for reservations!

Pool

Cocktails
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leaning forward
I how volatile their temperament, saddle again,
ClIAPI'EFI 15
it over the horn His hamis were
THE LTITLE TOWN of Bar- he knew just how dangerous
to make a run for it- tied behind him, and there was a
I micas was made up of two would be
left Frenehy behind, tight rope across his back to
he
unless
I
original
distinct sections. The old
keep him from slipping sides ays.
didn't intend to do.
he
that
and
as
Town
settlement. or Upper
came out of He eouidn't straighten up, but he
suddenly
run
His
inhabit,
was
called
most folks
and swung on could raise his head a little and
ited 'piety by pour, small-scale its holster,
berg
off your horse!" he he saw that the sorrel WAS
"Get
Frenchy.
dozen
two
Their
natives.
farming
"You were In led toward a couple of big cotsmall mud-plastered houses were ordered grimly.
morning, Frenchy-and tonwoods on the bank of Cetus
built around a plaza, but their town this
already primed for Creek.
farms lay back a mile or so In this crowd's
Frenchy, with the swayback In
action! I aim to find out what
the foothills.
tow, was ealking ihe.id wall the
it's all about!"
Lob '
On the other side of ()etas
Frenchy looked at him-n, started leaders of the mob Hs saw
Creek lived the middling-prosper- to speak, then shrugged, and that Bache on his little brown
ous Angina, and here it was that obeyed the order. Slade swung mule had ridden down from the
the county courthouse was locat- out of his saddle, keeping the gun sheep ranch and joined the mob
ed In order to reach this part of on the big Frenchman.
Baum looked drunk again. His
up, he
the town, the folks from the high
"Start moving! Down the hill- shoulders were hunched
mountain ranches to the north toward them!"
• had his chin 'wit buried in nia
seemed to be
and east had to come through the
The mob was getting claim now, coat collar, and
He swayed_
native settlement.
but growing less bold with every talking to himself.
In perAs Slade and Frenchy rode step. They shouted angry threats drunkenly In the saddle
down out of the pines they saw of what they would do to the feet rhythm to the short-paced.
little
4) that there were a number of men "grater, malteido." They brand- almost prancing gait of the
milling about the plaza, but it (shed their clubs and guns tierce- mule.
was not a very uncommon sight. ly, but their steps had lost that
Slade wondered fleetingly what
They had numerous fiesta days. grim. determined rhythm.
Radio had done with the sheep,
although Slade had never both"Stop here!" Slade raid quietly and if Frenchy knew he hod
ered to keep track of them. SomeHe prodded the gun into the joined the necktie party, but his
thing, however, in the way Fren- email of Frenehy'm heck The big brain was still too dazed from
chy jerked erect In the saddle Frenchman
an winced away from It. the blow on the head to think
aroused Blade's caution and he • stopped.
very clearly. ,
chin-pointed to a narrow cow
Ten rude away the Mob halted,
Suddenly the little mule
trail that circled the village on looking uncertainly at each other. stumbled. Bacho nearle lurched
of:
shouts
the upper side.
There were Still angry
out of the saddle He straight"We will go that way," he said, 'Wee! heem!" "Shoot the —1" ened, yanked hard or the reins.
quietly
them
to
Slade spoke
and began swearing in drunken
fj and motioned for the Frenchman
to lead. "Those folks are friends In Spanish. "You boys go on back anger. H. jabbed his spurless
help heels into the mule's flanks half
of yours. Maybe It will save us to the plaza_ You can't
tine/ and trouble if we bypass Frenchy by breaking the law a dozen times, and the animal,
yourselves." Then as some brave with seeming good humor, kicked
them."
shoved the
up halfheartedly Elachn nearly
Frenchy hesitated, and again members in the rear
a step
and
Slade saw in his dark eyes spec- front ranks forward
°T slid out of theesadelle again,
"Keep
iharpenect
clutched desperately for the sadulation as to just how fast two, his voice
o
For
it!"
have
au horn.
Shade's gun might come out of back or I'll let you
a moment Ma gun left Frenchy
Its hoister.
Some of the Meeleaas teethed,
mob.
the
turned round and
"Plenty fast, Frenchy," he said and covered
under and Frenchy irresponsible herder.
from
second,
next
The
grimly. "1 never shot a man--atel
his glared at his
to
trees
pine
the
of
cover
I'd sure hate for the first one to
But somehow In all the ruckus
right, • small-caliber rifle shot
be you."
jumped Bacho had managed to steer the
Frenehy
sharply.
cracked
started
Frenchy shrugged, and
move- mule over until he was alongside
to neck-rein the bay to the side, forward with a convulsive
lie looked up.
if the gun at his back of Slade's sorrel.
then stopped again. "I theenk ment
squarely,
seigun leaped met the cowboy's eyes
more better not," he said. "Look! had fired. Blades
ngly-winke(L
then-airrprisi
and
a
with
hit
if
as
They comeeng this way. An' they out of !Us grip
a second he
Slade felt his nerves jerk with
got dohs an' gone! Better you hammer, and for
at his sud- shock, for Bacho'm eyes weren't
ron' fast! I settle weeth them!" stood looking down
arm. But the emop-tidded eyes of a drunk
His warning was unnecessary. den I y paralyzed right
spot or man. He WOO sane and gorier and
stinging
the
for
except
Slade had seen the movement tohe was that wink had been meant to
lead.
spattered
from
two
instant
ward them at the same
the shock of a convey encouragement- -which It
was
It
hurtnot
Meet.
the
of
Some
as Frenchy.
hitting the cylinder of his did out of all proportion to
IP cans were jumping on horses. bullet
had numbed his arm paeho's probable ability to give
others were corning up the hill sixtun that
The mob surged forward again. hale. The little herder was unon foot.
hesitated, then with an armed, he was puny In size, and
Slade had never seen a mob In Frenchy
look on his face he Slade had never considered him
action before, but there was no odd, grim
and let them come, exactly keen witted, but the
aside
moved
mistaking the grim, determined
Slade tried to make knowledge that he had an aliy
minute
a
For
second.
a
surge of this one. For
it, but with a numbed knocked the last of the grogelof
fight
a
in
motionless
him
held
Surprise
was no snatch for rims out of the cowboy's brain
his saddle. It was not strange right arm he
armed men.
and he began to try to figure
that these people who were two dozen
of this mean.
A club the size of a fence post some way out
Frenchy's friends should resent
--his arrest, but it was baffling swung against his shoulder and
But ... "There was nothing
how they had got wind of it and spun him round am he fought to
mild say to then) 114.1%,
•Worked tfiemselve.s up to the fever keep on his feet. The next instant Slade
would only make them
It
.
.
.
along
forcefully
laid
barrel
gun
Frenehy
a
pitch even before he and
he was afreld to diq
lieneee
crumpled
head
his
of
side
the
down
here.
got
..." Tension rides high as the
Seeing that some of them, were him with a soft, grunting sigh.
tomorrow.
When he came to be Was in tho_ Story continues here
armed with guns and knowing
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Eastern Star Meets
To7
-Alake Plans For
Astrust Program

Engagement 1nnounced

ADULTS ONLY!
* Admission 65r *

id4iirray Star chapter No. 433
01MT"rnet this week for its reguNSF .;Mseeting with Mrs. Mary
Lou bies Baker, worthy matren.
and )ix Crawford, worthy patron,'presiding.
meeting was opened in
short- form and the usual business ,'was conducted. Plans were
made- for a pot luck supper to
bi. held August 12 in the Masisniellial at 630 in the evening. 'Preceeding
the
maulsr
meeting will be a memorial
service in honor if Rob Morris,
fouZider of the order of E:dsIern
Stare Mr. (libIson of OES chapter at Henderson was a visitor.

2 Shows at 2:00 & 8:0(

Cli

HOORAY FOR NASSER, THEY SAY—Carrying a big portrait of
United Arab Republic President Gamal Abdel Nasser, Iraq)
demonstrators throng toward the British embassy in Baghdad. The demonstration coincided with signing of a mutual
defer.se treaty between the new Iraq regime and the UAR.

Bryan

Tolley

gitmnliPt5

••. t

and
a

Miss

_AxliEkirMa.,I-

y, 1aft Wednesday for Denver.
Col., where they will visit with
Bud Tolley svho is stationed at
*She Fitzsimmons Army Hospital
as a lab techmuon. They will
be gone for several days and
while there they plan to do
erne sight-seeing.
••••
Mr and Mrs. Ben G. Flora,
and broader, William P. Flora,
at St. Isrask, Mo., visited their
Aster, Mn. B B Nunn a n d
)1%44
1
Murray recently.

• ••
a.Yaws 1117Fisiiii-cilf Akron,

ed her skiRter-in-law.
Mrs. B. B. Nunn and 'family
recently.
• • ••

MISS PEGGY JEAN RUTLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rutland, Akre). announce the engagement of
ieir'daughter. Peggy Jean. to William M. Avery, Jr.. son of Mr.
and MSS. W. M. Avery of Knosevine. Tennessee.
Miss Rutland was graduated from Akron High School and is
presently employed with Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Company in Murray
3.4r. Avery received his BS degree from the Univereity cif Tennessee. He is field manager of W. M. Avery Wholesaje Lumber
Company for this area.
The wedding will be August 2 at 10:00 sm at the TeMple Hill
ale•hcsdist Church in Alirso.
frigpabs .and nekinves are invitiod bo 'attend Use icerertiony.

16th & Main

HOLLAND DRUG
Court Square

1

Males Have Gowns Hit
Higher Death -Of Show
Rate, Shown

.-

HEST BACK, AND GLAD—Arriving at Idlewild airport in New
York, Autry Bennie, one of the first Americans to return
from Iraq since that Mideast nation was overthrown by
rebels, Is greeted by his wife. She flew in from Phoenix to
meet him. On his way home Bennie's plane was held at
Basra, Iraq, for 16 hours after It landed for a refueling.

ages, the 105 accident death
Few Commitrivelits.•
rates for white males and white
He returned to Hollywood early
females were 100.3 and 20.1 per
this year, but with the exception
100.000, respectively.
of "At the Grand" has kept clear
Males are at less of a disof designing commitments.
advantage in the age range from
Asked if his light opera as3.5 to 44-, but their total death
signment meant he was staging a
rate is-'711111,1% times that for
"comeback' of any permanency,
females. Accidents continue ,to
he replied: "Not necessarily."
account for,a largewf the excess,
"Where my -good friend Luther
DOCK ••• •Ckt
-of
*re
-themes
T5
PLA /THIS
Davis started writing the script
a
factor,
almost as important
SOS tUMAN
some three years ago he asked
the death rates from these di••••• •••••
me if I would do the clothes
seases being 62.6 and 19 6 per,
for the- lay," he explained.
100,000 for men and 'women.
"When I read the final script,
Another distinctive feature of the
REVVED-UP
very much and said
rrootahty in this are range is I liked it
YOUTH!!
I'd like to contribute 'what ,I
'he higher cancer mortality for
could."
females than for males. the death
Fashion experts -have described
rates being 45.1 and 30 6 per
the gowns from the musical as
100,500, respectively, in 1955.
not only "good theater" but
The • Lea ratio of mortality
"from a strict fashion viewpoint
from all causes reaches a second
they're masterpieces of superb
peak at .ages
males exdesign and color:
,
MON
periencing a death "ride nearly
Adrian's return may have been
twice that for females, and drops
hastened by the free rein he
back to 130 per cent, or about was given in his- designing.
that at preschool level, in the
broad age group 65 and over.
Giver. Free Hand
COMING SUNDAY!
"Inasmuch as heart disease and
"The freedom of creating-- as
cancer account for the majority you like is exhilarating and it
Gary Cooper
of deaths at ages 45 and over," must say the Los Angeles Civic
Diane Viirsi
-the statisticians conclude, "the Light. Opera gave me a • free
Suzy Parker
difference in mortality from hand in every.respect," he said.
these causes to a large ettent
Adriian's ball gowns came in
in "10 NORTH
determines the disparity in total for special mention..
FREDERIC"
mortality between men and wom"For eaquisite beauty in moen pao.
tion, nothing could exceed the
magnificent gowns in the waltz'
scene," one fashion wrtier said.
"Fragile --pale gowns were cern' toasted by the rich ,elegance of
gorgeous ball gowns in striking
The Murray Board oi Education will receive
off-beat Venetian colors a nd
wonderful combinations of colors
bids on the construction of an addition to Carter
—dulled greens, luscious deep
Elementary School. Plans and specifications
reds,.blues, pinks and taupe's.
may be secured from office of R. W. Key, ar"Certainly it is spectacular as
chitect. Wednesday, July 23. Bids will be opento settings as well- as costumes
ed in Board Meeting August 21, 1958 at 7:30
and will no doubt set the'fashion
p.m. Central Standard Time.
world on it -pretty- ear for the
next few years.
"Many are_hoping tIlat Adrian
W. Z. CARTER, Secretary
will continue to design for he
is a teal genius."

ww

TEENAGE
TN WAFER

INVITATION FOR BIDS

PARKER'S
MARKET
210 S. 5th St.

All 'ATTACKS'—At least seven
St• Navy planes have nem
fired upon by Lebanese rebels
In the Beirut area. reports Rear
Adm. George Anderson (above)
from the fleet in ths eastern
Mediterranean, off Lebanon.

Seel

1 Arot

But The Devil
Invented...

rigitte
Barclot
Cinernascope and Eastoncolor with Curt Jurgero,
.Jean Louis Trintignat,
Christian alarquand. Directed by R. Vadin. A Raoul J.
Levy production. A Kingsley
International Release,

SCOTT DRUG CO.
PRESCRIPT-6N SPEdALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main

Phone 433
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C4e 3j. I. Churchill rjuiterzt1 Acme
TIE HOSE OF SERVICE SINCE 11
IS I"
At

iL

Churchill, QD‘auttr

We are available' twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
Whenever the need arises, call7, the J. H. Churchill num-

ing

EXCLUSIVE
24 HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE

ber, assures the family of
receiving
Prompt, dependable
service.
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ALL-NEW:
2 HITS with KICKS!

301 MAPLE ST,
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'HANDS OFF FROM IRAK' — Russian demonstrators who
roarched on the Unit.A States and British embassies in
. Moscow to protest Anglo-American troop landings in the
Middle East left a sign on the fence of the U. B. building.
Kw:too otos
It says, "HANDS °Fie Fuom IRAK."

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JULY 25 & 26

Coltharp & Maynard Texaco Station
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LAST MAIN ST. & RAILROAD - MURRAY, KY.
In appreciation of the tine cooperation and patronage extended to us by the Motoring Public, we will celebrate our Grand Opening by offering a series of Fine Prizes and Free Gifts as listed below:
* FREE BALLOONS For The
Children!
* 2 FREE MARFAX
LUBRICATIONS (service
by appointment)

* 2 FREE WASH for Autos
* 2 FREE OIL CHANGES
(5 qta. Havoline Oil per
change)

* FREE PEANUTS, CANDY
and COOKIES
* 2 FIRESTONE 6.70-15 TIRES
Black Deluxe Super Champion

FREE SALAD DISH FOR LADIES with PURCHASE of 8 GALLONS OF TEXACO
* DRIVE IN AND REGISTER FOR PRIZES *
DRAWLNG SAT. NIGHT 8:00, JULY 26 — And You Do Not Have To 13e .Present" To Receive A Prize! I

Coltharp & Maynard Texaco Service Station
EAST MAIN ST. 8c RAILROAD - MURRAY,

-
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TODAY!
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,e new to Murray. An interim director '
ab,\ L.
,
building which will house the will be distributed to all sal,
eqtreanent for the sew Tele- seeibers in the new exchang.
phone System at Aurora, Ky. Aurora sidx-cr2bers will be .4-dThe building is situated just off eluded in the new Murray <telethe road, behind the State In- phone directory. which w I 1
conic out in November.
formation building at Aurora.
Telephones subscribers in Aurora wilt have numbers that
coincide with the nationwide 2-5
ntanibering plan. This plan consists of a central ()Vice name
NOW
and five digits. In Aurora. the
ovallaiate
exchange name will be "Grover
in
4." A typical telephone number
would be -Grover 4-9011." An
KING SIZE
Aurora telephone used would.
^e• _
and
dial:
(Rusu pe005
will
Aurora telephone 'users
I.
BOX
continue to have free service
Refre•hes %bile you smoke!
AVAILABLE

DIPLOMATS PROMOTED
111GIUMALFA, Honduras
eUP11 —President Ramon Ville• Morales has 'promoted FranSy HAZEL K. JOHNSON
cssee. Alernan from consul .r.
UPI Hollywood Correspondent ;
Mean:, Fla., to ambassador
Rzed---e-acervs.• -moot reHOLLYWOOD t UPI) — The
cently consul ni New York. hail
A. re
reviews of "At the Grand" were
been named to suoceed Alernan
_ NEW YORK. N.Y. — Males only so-so about the drarnaLie
in 31:.arrA.
eaperience a higher death rate merits of this musical play.
than females throughout life,
But there were no lukewarm
NOT HER TYPE
with the disparity in mortality
comments about Adrian's costumCHICAGO UPI) —The rePubeing timeliest at the youngest
ing, his first porfessional venture
tation of Lincoln Park Zoo catand oldest ages and at its maxiafter an eight-year hiatus.
à ala
maxdanakers took a
mum during adolescence a ad'
beating Tuesday.
arty adult life, ; the statisticians
Ells gowns were credited as
Zoikeepers introducied a 350- 4 teport
being the hit of the show which
pound boy gorilla named Sinbad
At the preschool ages. the premiered at the Los Angeles
to a lady gorilla named Lulus,
Philharmonic to open the light
o bit the suitor a half-cLazen death rate for boys is only slightopera season.
girls,
for
that
than
higher
ly
lents and had so be gulled with
The musical moves to San
female
male
to
of
the
ratio
but
•tranquil:rice
mortality increases fnark-edly with Francisco next and eventually to
advance in age to a high of Broadway if all goes well.
But - while the Los Angeles
nearly 2% at ages 15-24 This
widening disparity in mortality • fashion world is heralding his
reflectt largely the numbers of return, the famous designer is
males involved in fatal accidents, non-committal about his designing future.
the statisticians say.
Eight years 'ago he shut down
Accidents alone account for
nearly half the mortality dif- his elite Beverly Hills shop after
AND
ference betv..een boys and girls he suffered a severe heart attack.
his wife, actress Janet
SATURDAY
from all causes combined at ages He and
propostion increases Gaynor, moved to Brazil, -where
1-4; —the
strikingly to more than four- he_besight a plantation and spent
fifths at ages 15-24. At these much of his time painting.
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Murray, Ky., Saturda Afternoon, July 26, 1 958

1 Clipper Lands
Safely With 45

Murray Hospital

James A. Moak To
Preach Sunday At
First Christian Church

Postage Rate
Takes Jump
August First

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Funeral Of "Hob"
Johnson Is Today

Vol. LXX1X No. 171,

Rush Is Slowed
Toward Meeting

Thursdays complete record fol.,
Funeral arrangements have
lows:
been ccsnipleted for Harley 'Hob'
Census
36
Johnson, age
49, who
died
Adult Beds
65
Thursday at the Murray General
Emergency Beds
29
Hospital as a result of a stroke.
Patients AdMitted
2
The funeral will be conducted
Patients Dismissed
9
this afternoon at 2:00 in the Max
New Citizens
0
H. Churchill Funeral Home
ARGENTIA, Nfld. (UPI) — Ai passengers and 9 crew members Patients' In hospital Thursday,
-Postmaster Harry Sledd today Chapel with Henry Hargis; ofEisenhuwer's reply .s a i d it,
crippled Pan American World were unharmed.
July 24, 11:00 a.m.*.
By BRUCE W. MUNN
said that Friday, August 1 will ficiating. Burial will be in the
"would be too early for us."
Airway Clipper carrying 45 per- • The pilot of the DC-7, Capt.
see a big advance in postage New Liberty Cemetery in Henry
Mr. Colie Brandon, Rt. 3,
Allitns made an emergency lapding Robert P. Postlewaite, 42, of WilUnited Press International
Dtplomats here said the prorates.
County, Tenn.
tiere today ending a dramatic ton, Conn., at one point planned Murray; Mrs. John Cannon, 1601
Active
NATIONS, N. Y. cedure suggested by Eisenhower
pallbearers
UNITED
will be:
four-hour, 460-mile turnabout to ditch his craft. in the Atlantic Olive, Murray; Mrs. &teen Cain,
Postal cards will have a fifty
per . cent increase, rang from Wallis Johnson, Ivan Johnson, (UPI) —U. N. diplomats said would gain time for the United
flight from over the darkened after one engine went dead and 1707 W. Olive, Murray; Mrs.
Atlantic.
two cents each to three cents. Jimmie Johnson, Paul Johnson, today President Eisenhower's in- States and its Western allies to
the plane developed a runaway Porter Clayton, 408 S. 9th., Murray; Mrs. Thomas E. Cothran
Thera, was no panic, and all 36 propeller.
First class letters will have jurnip Burmen Ferguson and Graves sistence that any summit con- iron- out differences and preference ins the Middle East be pare joint strategy.
one-third, from three cents 'to Ferguson.
But, finding he could maintain and. baby bey, Rt. 2, Golden
-Frienctil may call at the Max held under the rules of the U.
four cents. Air mail letters will
altitude after dropping from 17,- Pond; Mrs. Truman Cottrell and
The U If. delegation had not
havd a seven cent per ounce Churchill Funeral Home until N. Security Council appeared to.-yet received instructioqs
o0 to 6,000 feet, Postlewaite de- baby boy, Rt. 1, Dover, Tenn.;
from
the service hour.
have slowed the rush toward. Washington
rate.
sled to make a run for the U.S. Mrs. 'Richard Denton, MO N.
to proceed with the
Ilk prelirnirsary
the projected meeting.
,aval Base airfield here. The 7th., Murray; Mr. W. T. Doherty,
Other increases were named in
arrangements
as
w York-to-London-bound_Clip- Murray Hospital, Murray; Mrs
a' release to the Ledger * Times
-Eisenhower, in a note Friday suggested by Eisenhower. Amser set down without incident at William T. Downs and
boy,
cm other classes of mail.
Sorrett
"ea44t- -"aarY-- -Cabot- - Ledge Ili: if, 'Murray; MTS. chitties
12:3g a.m.
_ Mr. Sledd urged cooperation
Khrushchev, made it plain the was out o/ town and did not
Duncan and baby boy. Rt. 1,
'in mailing letters, and asked
Publleiver Aboard
plan
to return until Monday.
L. A. Solomon died suddenly United States had no intention
that all mail be properly adA Sabena Belgium Airlines Dexter; Mrs. Rudy Edwards and
His deputy, Ambassador James
pushed
a
being
tap-level
into
a
this
morning
while
mowing
his
James A. Moak
dressed as to street, city, and
plane. bound from New York to baby boy, Kirksey; Mrs. J o e
lawn at 1310 West Main Street. conference on terms laid down J. Wadsworth was in ,WashingEtnerine, 104 S. 15th.a Murray;
state.
The wiiHneness of people to Shannon, Ireland. five to the side
ton.
A.
General
James
Moak,
SecHe apparently had a heart at- by Khrushchev.
Mrs.
Gerrain
Frank
and
baby
of
The
the
disabled
deadline
for
Clipper
the
on
dispatch
receivhelp out is emphasized at times,
boy, College Station. Murray; retary of Christian Churches of of ,mail each afternoon is 4:30. tack, His body has been removed
ing
its
ditsress
dal.
It
was
reThere was as yet no official
In Touch With Members
particularly when high da ger is
Kentucky, Lexingten, will be
lieved a short while later by two Mrs. Ray Hampton and baby
The mail leaves at 5:00 pan He to Benton. Death occurred at reaction tram Moscow on Eisenpresent.
Coast Guard B-17s, two Royal girl. Rt. 1. Almo; Mrs. Grace the guest speaker at the First said that all air mail, special 9:45.
hower's note. But observers said - U. N. diplomats said EisenCanadian Air Force Lancasters Hilhard, 109 N. 7. Murray; Mrs. Christian Church on Sunday &livery and certified mail is
it is sure to be criticized as an homer appeared to have
each a time was Thursday even- and a US. Navy .raclitt
morning.
July
10:40
27,
am.
at
CAPE
CANAVERAL,
acceptFlorida,
Rudy
Holland and baby girl,
picket
picked. tip for dispatch until
attempt to delay a conference, ed Secretary General Dag
ing when the Churchill rooming Constellation,
Has sermon will be entitled
(UPii — A Jupiter- C rocket.
Marwhic
shepherded Rt. 1, Gilbertseille; Mrs. Robert
the truck leaves at 5:00 p.m.
'destroy
chances
to.
all
if
of
not
house burned.
trairskjoM's plan for a 1):-daft%
with Explorer IV on its trp
The DC-7 to its emergency land- Hornsby and baby girl, 322 N. "A Life That Satisfies God."
one.
sty meeting
at the
streaked into the skies today in
ing.
7th, Murray', Mrs. Henley Humheosik has served as pasMalty. many volunteers aided
members -the Security
an Army attempt to place the
Among those aboard „were Sey- phreys, - Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; tor for a
Britiebagovernment
wholeThe
number of Christian
the firemen in fighting the blaze. mour J. Berkson.- publisher of the
bullet•shaped satellite in an or- heartedly endorsed Eisenhower's to set tip the gathering ot the Mr. Harley Johnson, New Con- churches and has been presiNew York Journal-American, and cord; Mrs. Courtney Starks, 600
bit that would cross Russia.
note. It. said it had been -fully heads of state under an aegilde
dent af the Unified Program of
At the hendith of the fire, we his wife. They were bound for a
consulted" by Washington before bus agenda item such as 'the
Broad St.. Murray; Mr. Luther Christian Churches in the state
noticed a sparrow which lit on vacation in Europe. Mrs. Berkson
Question of the Middle East."
Geurin. Rt. 6, Murray; Master since September, 1956:
IMMIM
AIM117
.71=
11
T 111111 the note was relayed to Moscow,
the roof. Water was cascading is a fashion erpert.France To Go Along
item& Geurin, Rt. 6, Murray;
It is known Haminarskjolal aldown. the steep incline of the
On the emergency turnabout Mr. Cherry Johnston,
He has been General SecreBox 53,
.Loorn and it must have been hot flight. Postlewaite maintained an
France also withheld official ready has been in touch with all
By United Press International
Hazel; Master
Henry
Junior tary ence July 1, 1957. He has
Mut for some reason the tiffle air speed of 115 miles per hour
Extended weather farecast for comment but it was believed couxic:t members on the subject.
Jackson, Rt. 1, Model. Tenn.; held and is holding a number
bird just sat there. He finally while flying a: 6,000 feet. The
here
period Premier Charles de Gaulle, who The general expectation
a
Kentucky, covering
Mrs. Ardee Riley, 303 N.4nd., of positions in f h e Christian
Clipper had been flying between
got enough and flew off .
from Saturday through Wectnes- has been cool to the whole idek was that informal talks among
Murray; Mr. James .Knight, 705 church argartization and is as275 and 300 miles per hour at
Secteity Ceseettl- delcgotes
Tesesperatuzeso will. average iseetui go -eking -salueusatly. De
sociated- --wialaos -etwereal-Meienies—Mrs-e
1Fal."-before the left inboa
-----Tat76-2•19 -Fite 1"3 rt- pUt -from trha
Live to seven djgrees below the Gaulle'e poiation was to b. toed* weul1hagm Monday.
Pace and baby boy, Rt. 1, Ben- operated by the church'The
of
faculties
M u r ry
der the house and some' kid engine failed at 8:27 p.m., e.d.t.
normal' ,4 77 for Ken- kn-iwst in his reply to /thrushton; Miss Patsy Moirente, 101
senorid were completed at the seasonal
Khrushdoubted
Plane's Speed Drees
threw a black at thelm and they
He has been highly successful
three to tour de- chase's signing- proposals today. .ft...._Vitkartets
except
tuelay,
S.
14th, Murray: "Mr. Orlando
regt1.4 meeting of the Board of
73111eg. would permit this timeWhen the propeller began to
likitapetnisary
In
the
revive*
secand
ran bead( under, wading t Is e
normal
east
in
Sabra
grees
Mtn:nest M. 3, ElentOn; Mrs. J.
Edon Thursday night.
Khrustachee, who talked abotit consuming procedure to go on
deep water standing in pools windmill.'dragging the plane
Which he has led have been
Preettaitation will average
. Man hp,11.. Hazel; Mr. Hilton
Eight new instructors have tion.
down, Poatlewaite prepared to
around the house.
Success-gut to a high degree.
Scattered the alleged threat to world peace for very long. His biggest selling
inch.
one-half
one
to
ditch in the Atlantic at Ocean Oakley, Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. John . The pubLic is - invited to hear bees scaled for the school year thundershowers a is d thunder- posed by American and British
point for the summit meeting
Pasco and baby boy, 306 N. 14th,
1958-69
Mr. Moak Sunday morning.
TV serial on the south side Point Dena, where a Coast Guard Murray;
tonight and over eastern troop landings in Lebanon and
Mrs. Donald J. Payne
Pau! loy.,ns, Industrial Arts storms
alledged urgency of
Jordan, suggested next Monday has been the
Toot hot and kept bending over vessel is stationed, about 360
about
Saturday
section
again
and
teacher. Mr. .Lyons is a graduate
miles from Newfuundland and and baby boy, 1094 Olive, Muruntil it reseed on the roof.
as the date for the meeting. the atuaTion .
Tuesday.
or
Monday
of Murray State Cuileee an4
about 100 miles from where the ray; Miss Ruth Sexton, 7411 W.
Main, Murray; Mrs. G. W.
was voted the outstanding stutrouble developed.
C h let Flay!! Robertson turned
dent in his deParinend In the
But when Postlewaite found he Speigtit. 400 S. 10th, Murray;
aft the bottled gas containers
could maintain altitude at 6,000 Miss Deborah Thompeon, 310
Glass of 1956. Fur three years
Which
were
sitting
on
the
feet, he decided to try for a land-, 6th St., Benton; Mrs. Hulon
he has been instructor in the
ground outside a window.
Wyatt, 501 Chestnut, Murray.
ing at Argentia.
Area Trade School at MadisonKNOXVILLE (UPI)
The
At one point, the plane's speed Patients
ville.
d
issed
Thursday, Tennessee Valley Authority
cut
L. D. Miller pointed out an odd was less than
100 mile, per hour. July 24, 11:00 a.m.:
Sean Crass, Science. He is a
off all Tennessee River water
• kicking rnothayesterday. Its body It
normally has a maximran
Mrs. Jewell Pace and baby flowing into the Ohio River ov- graduate of Murray High School
aauk.ed more like some kind rut cruising speed if
354 miles an boy. fit. I. Renton; Mr. James
er Kentucky Dam Friday in an and Murray State College. He
Vamp. It had four wings, all of hour at 23.500 feet.
W. Knight, 705 Chestnut, Mur- attempt to reduce flooding irt is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
them !swept beck. jet style. The
Postlewatte, 42. a graduate of
Maurice Crass of this city.
upper wings were formed just the University of Illinois, has ray; Mrs. Ardee Riley, 303 N. the Mississippi and Ohio valleys.
Mrs. Lillian Olila, High School
cicsrrnty; Master Henry 7.
TVA. announced t hat the
about like some of the airplane been flying-with Pan American 2:c
1. Model, Tenn-, water stoppage is designed to Music. For two yeaza....she was
, at
%sittings now being used. T h e since 1940. In 1955, a Pan 'AmeriCherry J,.tinston, Box 53, lower the Ohio-Mississippi River instructor of vocal . musk in
moth was brownish yellow.
can liner he was flying clipped Mr.
Murray High School.
three minutes off the New York- Hazel; Master Rundle Cr Treurin, flood crest which is now apMrs. Helen Bennett, 1st and
The mystery of the missing keys London flight record, which, un- Rt. 6, Murray, Mr. Luther Gets- proaching Cairo, Ill.
2nd grade. She is a graduate of
found by Joe Berry is cleared til then, had been 8 hours, 55 rin, Rt. 6. Murray! Mrs. Rozelle
It was the first time TVA cut Murray State College in the
Starks, 600 Broad; Murray.
up They belonged to the local minutes.
•iff the flow of the Tennessee field of elementary education.
lodge 105 F&A.M. The keys were
ronspletely during a flcxYd con- She has taught the first grade
eft in the downstairs door an
trol project. The flow was re- at Salem and Marion, Ky.
SOmeone apparently took them
Mrs. Janette McDougal will
duced initially at the dam near
out and parted them over in
RED PROWLER—World tension, apparently. twough t this Soviet sub out tnto the Baltic sea. where
Paducah, last Thursday when teach music in the elementary
the courtyard where Joe found
it Ls shown on the prowl near the Danish Wand of Bornholm. Note that something-or-other pro'he spilhvays were closed. At schools. She has a .Master's Dethese The owners picked up.
truding (rum the conning trwer. The device Is • source of puzzlement for western military
midnight Thursday the flow was gree in music and was employthe keys.
powers. La it a new ten. periscope Of snorkel or refueling mechanism? Or something else?
cut in half arid at noon Friday ed last year at Tilghman Junior
High.
it was ccenpletely stopped.
Communism like cancer, I'vo
The stoppage, according to
Mrs. Elizabeth Dalton a Muroft en compared COMM Uniam
h
TVA, will lower the final crest ray will teach sixth,. trade at
cancer _Asia -..those-___ialla lry tc
niy''nine inches at Cairn. A. B. Austin. She is a graduate
claim that communism and capi1IVAsaid the reduction should of Murray State and taught a:
kliam can - exist in the same
eliminate the flooding of sub- Hazel last yeir..
World together.
first launching will be a simple
By BILL WILKS
stantial acmage in the agricul-Frank . T. Terrell of Bowling
Inside secret er,rninunist meet-.
"boomerang", Opt around the
United Preas international
tural lOwer Ohio and Mississippi Green has been employed to
ings we were taught over and
moon and back toward earth rateach science
arid
coach
at
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — The ther than an atempt to hit the Valley areas.
and rely entirely on the number creased or decreased blood cirBy DELOS SMITH
over again that it was impossiThe flood retuned from heavy Douglas nigh School. Professor
for "heat stroke" (N 981.0) culation, and by other means,
ble for communism and capital- Air torce is preparing to launch moon. Scientists who conducted
UP I Science Editor,
rains
in
Ohio.
Terrell
is
Missouri,
a graduate of -*St. Aua n d
which is something that can be keeps the interior body temperaism to exist in the same world its first shot at the moon in a- Air Force studies on the project
Mississippi River basins. TVA gustan College, Raleigh, N. C.
NEW YORK (UPI) —In hot set off by any intense, sustained ture the same no matter how hot
together; either one would be bout three weeks when the moon say the round-trip shot appears
said
the
development of t h e
Mrs. Connie Cavirt will teach summer weather it will cool you heat, such as that cd a furnace (or cold) it is outside.
withiaa about 220.000 miles basically easier.
Complete
destroyed or the other. It seems passes
However, unofficial spokesmen flood crest will deterimine when the pird and fourth grade at to know there is a scientific or the deep interior of a coil failure of this "mechanism" is
to me that communism is ex- of the earth, it was reliably reKentucky Dam returns to nor- Dosallas. She was formerly em- movement afoot to pin the tag, mine.
today.
ported
believe
could
shot
the
be
first
grave
actly like cancer, and that the
occurrence; it is ofteti
mal but added it will probably plyed in this county and taught "neurottc," on some of the peoThe lunar probe is planned for aimed to impact on the moon.
human society cannot hope to
There now is no code zu.trnber fatal
be late Sunday.
when the imam makes
period
the
lasta
year
at
Sedalia.
ple
lose
source
scientific
who
their
close
pep
to
when
the
A
tiost with the cancer of cornfor what the revisers have clasclosest monthly a pp? 0 a eh: project declared scientists would
Salt Needed
the sun is boiling and the 1w- sified as "chronic heat neuriatic
murnsrn. Either one musrhe de- Its
That period.'according to astron- be happy "even tf the first shot
nudity is high — people who reaction," and they would lace
aroyed or the other will surely
'Salt
deficiency is a hot enviomers. is Aug. 15-19, with the came only within 50,000 mites of
can't work, eat, or sleep right for it to hatte one. It is caused
die —Herbert Philbrock
ronment." This causes a variety
moon being closest Aug.17
the moon becauSe we could learn
and get extremely irritable.
by
"prolonged
exposure
to
a hot of bodily disturbances, mainly
The small package of instru- a lot from that and it would not
More cooling scientific news environment," they said.
T h e muscular cramps: Much sweatments, which will be fired in a 'be a failure."
is that (lite term, "stin stroke," syrniptionts are "loss of
energy, ing takes body salt with it.
three-stage rocket from'Cape CaThe first two stages of the
is obsolete and some scientists intietive. interest; difficulty in
More salt in the diet corrects
naveral, will takt about two days moon rocket will consist of the
want to abolish it. The term is concerntrating, %working a n d
that.
for its journey. If fired on Aug. Thor-Able missile which has been
inaccurate. that's what is wrong sleeping; copriplaints of dizziness,
17, it would arrive Aug. 19 at a undergoing recent testing at Cape
with it. It isn't the sun which "blackouts"" loss of weight
Various disturbances sof t h e
and
time when the moon is in its Canaveral. The third stage vestrikes the victims down, but appetiteo.Setability, bad
temper, sweat glands themselves. Perquarter phase and visible up to hicle was developed especially for
the
failure
of
their
own "heal depression." There may or may haps ;he
midnight at locations througout the lunar probe project.
chemical therMostats
regulating" chemistry. It prob- not be something
wrong with are messed up and the glands
the world.
ably wasn't too good in the first them physicrry,
What type of probe is planned
but there is don't respond. Maybe the chanplace.
with their emotions and nerves. nels are blocked and though
4or the first shot was not reeealAll this stems from planned
But on the whole matter of they want to produce swea', the
ed by confidential sources. So far
revisions (if the international heat and the human body, there sweat doesn't get out. This
officials have stated only that
leads
Siuttswest Kentucky —Partly
attempt
statistical
to
scientists would
send
classification of the is much medical confusic.n, the to summer discomforts of a
cloudy and not quite so humid
vicinity
probes
"the
in
World Health Organization. Its revisers said, and they suggested number of forst, such as
he first
wieldy
Mostly fair with tittle of the moon" and that the pritoday
"•`•41S.,sisaA gospel meeting will begin
main idea is for all medical men reducing a hodge-podge of de- heat and similar skin
troubles.
change in temperature tonight
Frienship
at
Church
the
of
of all countires to classify all scriptive terms, many of wh:ch Incidentally, medical
In a group taking time out from activities to pose for a picture
mary objective is not to hit the
science deand Sunday. High today 85, low moon, although that possibility Christ on Sunday, August 3.
bodily.. disorders in the same do not describe, to a mere 14. plores ,efforts to prevent
at the Dawson Springs 4-H Camp are youngsters from Calloway
sweatsight 65.
held
will
Services
at
be
7:43
exists. It also has been stated the
way.
Then
they
can
all
These
be
given
would
ing.
County.
be
into
Sweat
grouped
The
local youths are: left to right, Kim Wilson, Graves
whether ...bones: or
Some 5:30 a. m. temiperatures: moon rockets are designed to each
evening throughout the
code
nuntbers
which
will
general
have
not
is
categories,
such as:
healthful.
County; Ronnie Foster, ton Doron, Calloway County; Johnny
Covington 87, Louisville 72, Pa- providegia, "close look" at the week.
the same meanings everywhere.
Fallure or Impairment of the
The proposed revisions, workllerndon, Graves County; Judy Wilson and Lucy Wilson, Trigg
ducah 72, Evansville, Ind., 07, moon with instruments which inCharles L. Houser, of Paducah,
Abolish
bodily
Number
heat regulating "mech- ed out by the British Medical
County. Those pictured are members of the boating class. The
Bowling Green 72, Lexington 7b, clude television - like "ground will do the preaching. Josiah
The code number for "sun- anism." which by opening and Research Council, are
being conLondon 72. Huntington, W. 'Va. scanning" devices
instructor for the boating class was provided by the State
Darnell will direct the singing
stroke" now is N 981.1. The pro- caning pores, by widening or sidered by co-operating
greues
72, and Hapkinsville 73.
This has led to speculation the The public is invited to attend.
Association of Rural Electric Cooperatives.
posal is to abolish the number narrowing blood vessels, by in- here and in all other
countries.
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Murray School
Faculties Are
Completed

Tennessee River
Current Is Halted

U.S.Air Force Will
shoot At Moon

Now We Are Neurotic If Hot Sun And
High Humidity Rob Us Of Vim, Vitality
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Planned, Friendship
Church Of Christ
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Easiern Star Ileets
To-Make Plans I;or
Aterust Program

Engagement .1nnotineed
ADULTS ONLY!

Murray Star chapter No. 433
Orlf•inet this week foe its regular ...meeting wiRi Mrs. /Lary
Lout' Baker, wurdly matron,
and )(ix Crawdord, worthy patron,"presiding.
114 meeting was opened .n
short- form and the usual Ote.riiiss7was conducted. Ptans sere
made, for a pot kick supper to
be. held Awned 12 in the Masonic Mall at LLIO in the evening_
Preceeding
the
regular
meeting will be a memorial
service is honor of Rob Morns,
fousider of the order of Eastern
Bear Mr. (.71bIson of OES chapter at Henderson was a visitor.

* Admission 650 *
2 Shows at 2:00 & 8:0(

2.
HOORAY FOR NASSER, THEY SAY—Carrying a big portrait of
United Arab Republic President Gantai Abdel Nasser, Iraqi
demonstrators throng toward the British embassy in Baghdad. The demonstration euincided with signing of a mutual
defense treaty between the new Iraq regime and the LIAR.

Pictured above is t'..
.
y. An interim -i.
building which will house the will be distributed to all subequOpment for the new Tele- scenbers in the new exchange
phone System at Aurora, Ky.. Aurora stalx-vribers_, will be
.
The building is situated just off eluded in the new Murray telethe road, behind the State In- phone directory, which w i 1 I
formation building at Aurora.
come out in Nos-ember.
Telephones subscribers in Aurora will have numbers that
isoinidide with the nationwide 2-1
numbering plan. This plan consists of a central office name
and five digits. In Aurora, the
available
exchange narne will be "Grover
" A -typical - telephone number
in
would be "Grover 4-9011." An
KING SIZE
Aurora telephone used would
and
dial: G-R-4-9-0-1-1.
CRUSH PROOF
-nappiroF law -‘51Tr110x
continue to have free service
Defre•he• ubile you smoke!

slow

Bryan Tolley and Mks-,
Cuanrrungs of
tr.1,
7
ett. Wednesday for Denver
They will visit with
MISS PEGGY JEAN RUTLAND
Bud Tolley who is stationed at
Fitzsirrrnons Army Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rutland, Alm.). announce the engagement of
as a lab technition. They will Iheir daughter. Peggy Jean, to William M Avery, Jr., son of Mr.
be gone for several days and and. Mrs. W. M. Avery of Knoxville. Tennessee.
while there they plan to do .
Miss Rutland was graduatqd fr:im Akno High School and is
s7arne crflit-seeing
presently employed with Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
• • .•
j Compan)' in Murray.
Dar. and Mrs Ben G. Flora. t
Mr. Avery received his BS degree from the University of Tenand brother. William P. Flora. nessee. He is field manager of W. M. Avery Wholesale Luznber
of Si Easele. Mo . visited their Company for this area.
deter, Mrs. B B Nunn a n d
The wedding will be August 2 a: 10:00 am, at the Temple Hill
Murray recently. .
ilettaxhst Cktuvh in Alum.
• .• •
• AM friends and relanven see Invited to Mend the ceremony
. AMINE M. Mora of Akrinf,
her sister-in-10w,
Kra. B.
NUnn and Banal,
sacently.
• • ••
1111111‘0018ATS PROMOTED
1111112111:31PALPA. Hondura•
(EWE) —President Ramon Ville.....
&I Morales has Prfanoled ?TonAlernan from consul in
By HAZEL K. JOHNSON
....licsuessused LorreapoculantIllearr.... Fla
to ainabassackir—ta_alba. Raul Caceres, until re- i
.
HOLLYWOOD
UPI ) — The
cently consul in New York, has !
reviews of "At the Grand" were
been named to ,sueceeci Aleman '
NEW YORK, N.Y`
--; Males only so-so about the cirsirnetie
in Marrn.
. experience a hiphier death rate merits of this musical play.
i than females throughout life.
NOT HER TYPE
But there were no lukewarm
won the disparity in mortality
CHICAGO (-UPI I —The r ucomments about Adrian's costum.,
...
_i_ being smallest at the youngest
tstion of Linconi park zooep,..eing
tng, his first porfessional venture
Ana and oldest ages and at its maximink as mau=tunakers took'
after an eight-year hiatus.
mum during adolmeence a n d
beating Tuesday.
WIN, adult lift, i the statisticians
His gowns were credited k
Zookeepers introduced a 350report_
being :he hit of the show win.
pound boy gori:la named Sinbad
to a lady corolla named Loeus, • At the preschool ages. the Premiered at the Los Ange.t.s
Philharmonic to open the light
view be the suitor a had-dozen death rate for boys Ls on:y
'Ants and had to be gulled with ly higher than that for girls, opera season.
The musical moves to San
but the ratio of male to female
* traniqui/ner
mortality increases markedly with Francisco next and eventually to
advance in age to a high of Broadway if all goes well.
But while the Los Angeles
nearly 2% a! ages 15-24 This
widening disparity in mortality fashion world is heralding his
reflects largely the numbers of return, the famous 'ai-Signer is
reales involved in fatal accidents, non-committal about his designing future.
the statisticians say.
Accidents swne account , for . Eight years ago he shut down
nearly half the Mortality dif- his elite Beverly Hills shop after
ference between boys and girls he suffered a ievere heart attack.
SAT
AUNRDD A Y
from all causes combined a: ages He and his wife, actress Janet
propostton increases Gaynor. moved to Brazil. where
1-4; the
strikingly to more than four- he bought a plantation and spent
fifths at ages 15-24. At these much of, his time painting.
ages, .---the 1955 accident death
Few -Commitments
rates for white males and white
He
returned
to Hollywood early
females were 100.6 and 20.1 per
Mt.& T BEAT.
.1
9
this year, but with the exception
100.000. respectively.
of "At the Grand" has kept clear
Males are at less of I disof designing comtnitmenW
advantage in the age range from
Asked if his light opera as44,
2/.
their
but
to
death
total
G
arrieWat
signment meant he was staging a
rate is still 1% drnes that for
"comeback' 'Of any .permanency,
females. Accidents continue to
j
account for a large of the excess, he replied: "Not necessarily."
NOCE ••41 11011.
"When my good friend. Luther
but diseases of the heart are
HE FLA TTIHIS
Davis started 'writing the script
almost
important
as
a
'factor.
SOB LUMAN
some three years ago he asked
the death rates from these dime if I would do the clothes
626
being
Need
19.8
and
per
Pl. US/
100,000 for men and woMen. for the lay," he explained,
• •
"When I read the final scrip'.
Another distinctive feature of the
REVVED-UP
mortality in this are range is I liked it very much and
YOUTH
rid like to contribute what .
the higher cancer mortality for
could."
females than for males, the death
Fashion experts have described
rates being 45 1 and .34i 6 per
the gowns from the musical as'
100.000, respectively, in 1956,
not only "good theater" but:
The sex ratio of rr, irtality
a strict fashion viewpoint
from all causes reaches a second
"fromthey're masterpieces . of superb I
peak at ages 45-64, males exand color."
periencing a death rate nearly design
Adrian's seturn may have beezs.
twice that for females. arid drops
ARM
hastened by the free rein he
back to 130 per cent, or about
was given in his designing.
that at preschool level, in the
broad age grilup 65 and i';ver.
Given Free Hand
COMING SUNDAY!
"Inasmuch as heart disease and
"The freedom of creating as
cancer 'account for the majority you like is exhilarating and it
Gary Cooper
of deaths at ages 45 and over," must say the Los Angeles Civic
Diane %/anti
the statisticians conclude, "the Light Opera gave me a to.,
Suzy Parker
difference in mortality from hand in eVery respect," he sa,•I
these causes to a large extent
Adriian's ball gowns came in
in "10 NORTH
determines the disparity in total for special mention.
FREDERIC" _
Mortality- between men and wom"For exquisite beauty in motion, nothing could exceed the,
=IMP en past mid-life"
magnificent gowns in the waltz,
scene," one fashion wrtier said.
"Fragile pale gowns were contrasted by the rich elegance of
gorgeous hall gowns in striking
The Murray Board of Education will receive
off-beat -Venetian colors a n d
bids on the construction of an addition to Carter
• wonderful combinations of colors
—dulled 'greens, luscious deep
Elementary School. Plans and specifications
reds, blues, pinks and taupes.
may be secured from office of R. W. Key. ar, "Certainly it is spectacular as
chitect, Wednesday, July 23. Bids will be opento settings as Well 55' costumes
ed in Board Meeting August 21, 1858 at 7:30
and will no doubt setsthe fashion
p.m. Central Standard Time.
viorld on its pretty ear for the
Kest fete years.
' "Many are hoping that Adrian
W, Z. CARTER, Secretary
' will continue to design for he
is a real genius."
Dim
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Males Have
Gowns Hit
Higher Death Of Show
itate, Shown
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... But The Devil
Invented ...

AVAILABLE AT

ED'S MARKET
16th 8r

Main

HOLLAND DRUG
Court Square

FIRST !Mac, AND GLAD—Arriving at Idlewild airport to New
York, Autry Bennie. one of the first Americana to return
from Iraq Mice that Mideast nation was overthrown by
rebels, La greeted by his wife. She flew In from Phoenix to
meet him. On his way home Be:title's, plane was held at
Basra, Iraq, for 18 hours after It landed for a refueling.

PARKER'S
*, MARKET
210 S. 5th St.

A
Alt 'ATTACRT At tele ar-4#11
U 8. Navy planes nave been
fired upon by Lebanese rebels
in the Beirut area, reports Rear
Adm. George Anderson (above)
from the fleet tr the eastern
Mediterranean, off Lebanon.
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The wIlli
help ()tit
part icularl
present.

Brigitte
Bardot
In Cinernaecope and Eastmancolor with Curt Jurgerv,
*an - Louis .Trint*mat•
tan Marquand. Directed by R. Vadm, A Ftaoul J
Levy production. A Kingsley
International Release.

Phone 433

TV set
•
▪
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until it re
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"THE NOSE DE SERVICE SINCE 1$ I t"

Chia, Fla
,irf the
which
w
gnsind oU

IcRoz.lb LCiurrhill, Otiuttr

EXCLUSIVE
24 HOUR
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
OXYGEN
EQUIPPED

•

mu with owl

HANos OFF FROM IRAK' — Ruastan demonstrators who
• ,
marched on the United States and British embasiies in
• Moscow to protest Anglo-American troop landings in the
Middle East kit asogn on the fence of the U. S. building.
It says, "HANDS OFR' FROM IRAK."
Radiopn

TEEN AGE
THUNDERCOUSTIY

INVITATION FOR BIDS

-AL

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY & SATURDAY, JULY 25 & 26

Coltharp & Maynard Texaco Station
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EAST MAIN ST. & RAILROAD - MURRAY, KY.
In appreciation of the fine- cooperation and
patronage extended to us by the Motoring Public, we will celebrate our Grand Opening by offering a series of Fine
Prizes and Free Gifts as listed below:
* FREE BALLOONS For The
* 2 FREE WASH for Autos
* FREE PEANUTS, CANDY
Children!
and COOKIES
* 2 FREE OIL CHANGES
* 2 FREE MARFAX
* 2 FIRESTONE 6.70-15 TIRES
LUBRICATIONS (sel!vice
(5 qt.. Havoline Oil per
Black Deluxe Super Chamby appointment)
change)
pion

FREE SALAD DISH FOR LADIES with PURCHASE of 8 GALLONS OF
TEXACO
* DRIVE IN AND REGISTER FOR PRIZES *
DRAWING SAT. NIGHT 8:00, JULY 26 — And You

Do

Not Have

To Be

Present

To

Receive A Prize! I

,Coltharp & Maynard Texaco Service Station

•

EAST MAIN ST. & RAILROAD - MURRAY, KY.
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We are available twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week.
Whenever the need arises, calling 7, the J. H. Churchill number, assures the family of
receiving prompt, dependable
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AktiCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
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